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following Watson-Crick complementary rule i.e. A = T and
G  C. The two complementary strands must be anti parallel;
if one strand is from 5′  3′ then its complement strand is
from 3′  5′ .DNA computing employed techniques from
genetic engineering like synthesis, annealing, denaturing,
electrophoresis, PCR, digestion by restriction enzyme etc to
simulate several computation operations. Like digital
computers where all the information are encoded in the form
of 1s and 0s, in DNA computing everything is encoded in the
form of strings of four alphabet i.e.  = {A, T, G, C}.

Abstract— This paper aims to focus on several practical and
theoretical models proposed in one of the emerging subfields of
DNA computing which deals with simulating Boolean Circuits
and logic gates at molecular level. Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
based logic gates are crucial component of molecular computer.
Several advantages and shortcomings of some remarkable
models employed for implementation of Boolean Circuits and
logic gates are discussed and at the end it is concluded that the
research on this area towards the realization of molecular
computer will be good in near future.
Keywords—DNA Computing; Boolean Circuit; logic gate; Wet
lab experiments

I.

III.

A Boolean circuit can be represented as a directed graph
G (V, E) with n- inputs and m-outputs. All nodes can be
categorized into two types: input nodes (in-degree 0) and gate
nodes (max in-degree 2). It can be considered as a network of
signal processors (gates) carried out the computation of
Boolean function. Input variable xi from the input set (Xn= x1,
x2…..xn) is associated with input nodes. Boolean function fi 
 is associated with gate nodes (gi), where  is the circuit
basis.  = {AND, OR, NOT} are the common bases of any
circuit. In some cases NAND gate alone can be used as
complete basis. Generally Boolean circuits are leveled
structure i.e. all gates in each level are same. The acyclic
graph that was first used to implement Boolean circuit is
shown in Fig 1.

INTRODUCTION

The field of DNA Computing has 20 years of dynamic
past. Richard Feynman [1] first proposed the possibility of
building a computer at “submicroscopic” level
but the
development in this field geared up after the first experimental
demonstration performed by Adleman [2].He solved a seven
node Hamiltonian Path Problem (HPP) of a directed graph.
Since then led by Adleman, several authors have proposed
how various problems of computation may be simulated and
solved using DNA molecules. DNA computing research is not
only confined within the context of solving NP class
problems, but also spreads to other areas. Some of the
proposed models are: Turing machines [3]-[4], splicing [5][6], combinatorial optimization [7]-[8] and Boolean circuits
and logic gates [9]-[27].With the visionary work of Ogihara
and Ray [9] to simulate Boolean circuits and logic gate, a new
paradigm of DNA Computing came into existence. Recently
significant amount of research interests are drawn by analog
molecular logic gates. This paper concentrates on discussing
some of the research achievements and challenges in
simulating Boolean circuits and logic gates using biomolecular techniques.

Fig 1: Depth 2 AND-OR Boolean Circuit [9].

The work of Ogihara and Ray[9] is significant as it is the first
simulation model of Boolean circuit at molecular level and
also it verifies Turing- completeness of DNA computers.

II. DNA MOLECULES AND ITS COMPUTATIONAL PROPERTY

A. Molecular implementation of Ogihara and Ray Model :
The Steps of simulations are as follows :
a) Step 1: Gates and the edges between them are
encoded: The gates and the input (xi) were encoded by
sequence of DNA oligonucleotides of length  represented as
[i] with a specific restriction site at the beginning. The edges

Tremendous parallelism and immense storage capacity of
DNA molecule makes it a first choice to an alternate media of
computation. Strands of DNA molecule is a polymer
composed of finite set of nucleotides; Adenine (A), Guanine
(G), Thymine (T) and Cytosine (C). They always prefer to
remain in double stranded form and hence migrate towards its
complementary strand to attain its double stranded structure,
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IV.

eij between two nodes were encoded by concatenation of
complements of last half of ith node( 3′  /2 mer of [i]) and
the first half of jth node ( 5′  /2mer of [j]).

DNA BASED LOGIC GATES

In molecular logic gates input and output are provided in
the form of encoded strands of DNA. The gates which act as
processing units are specially selected strands of DNA, which
are involved in biochemical reactions with the input strand to
produce the desired output. Mulawka et al.[13] used Fork-I
enzyme of nuclease class II to simulate NAND gate. A new
approach of NAND gate simulation and an algorithm for an
unbounded fan in Boolean circuit was proposed by Ahrabian
and Dalini [15]. Several relevant works are going on in the
field of simulating logic gates with DNA [14], [16]-[22]. But
all of previous model lacks generalization.

b) Step 2: Level 0 simulation: Only those input variable
(xi) whose value corresponds to 1 (xi = 1) were poured into the
test-tube T1. Thus at the end of level 0 simulation, T1 contain
only those strands which corresponds to value 1.
c) Step 3: OR gate Simulation: DNA sequence
corresponds to gate gj i.e. [j] was poured into T1 which
already contains xi (where xi = 1). Again edge strands eij was
added to T1 and allowed them to hybridize. Presence of any of
the two inputs to gate gj results in forming strands of length
2. Output of OR gates considered as 1 if DNA strands of
length 2 exist in the solution. Gate strands whose value
evaluated as 0 were destroyed with the help of restriction
enzyme. These DNA strands of length 2 were cut by
restriction enzymes for reuse as input to next level.
d) Step 4: Simulation of AND gate: After step 3 the test
tube T1 contained the gates sequence whose value evaluated as
1. Again strands of gj and edge strands eij were poured into
the test tube T1 and allowed them to hybridize. If both of the
inputs to the gate gj were present, strands of length 3 was
formed. The output of AND ( ∧ ) gate evaluated as 1 when
length of strand 3 exists in the solution. These DNA strands
of length 3 were cut by restriction enzymes for reuse. Step 3
and Step 4 are depicted in Fig 2.

A. Christy M.Gearheart’s model:
This is one of the most recent models [18]-[19] proposed
to mimic digital data manipulation at molecular level. In this
model biochemical reaction is executed in controlled way to
attain logical functionality. The presence of double stranded
sequence evaluates “true” output otherwise “false”.
Implementation of NAND gate:
NAND gate evaluates true result if and only if any or both
of the provided input are false. DNA based NAND gate has to
simulate this property at molecular level. During this
experiment any random sequence was considered as “true”
and its complementary strand as “false”. Restriction enzyme
was added in every step to destroy the entire single stranded
DNA (ssDNA) so that double stranded DNA (dsDNA) can be
detected easily. The steps of this algorithm are as follows:
a) Step 1: Base sequence: The base sequence provided
contains predetermined single strands of DNA that represents
“true” value.

b)Step 2: Both inputs as “false”(0,0): If both of the
provided input sequences were “false” i.e. inputs were
complementary to the base sequence then annealing occurs
between the provided input and the base sequence, hence at
the end dsDNA was obtained.

Fig 2: Representing step 3 and step 4 of the Ogihara and Ray experiment [9].

c) Step 3: Any one input as “false” (0,1 or 1,0): If any
one of the inputs provided was “false” then due to presence of
complementary sequence annealing occurs with the base
sequence and dsDNA was obtained.

The time and space complexity of this model was
proportional to its depth and maximum fan-out of the circuit.
Though the theoretical approach was remarkable but the result
obtained after lab experiment was ambiguous. The drawback
of this model was that it involves several error prone
biochemical operations like ligation, hybridization,
denaturation and restriction. The pipetting or designing error
of edge was also suspected to be the reason behind ambiguous
result. This simulation model has a restriction that all the gates
in a level of the Boolean circuit must be of same type due to
which flexibility in circuit design reduced to a great extant.

d)Step 4: Both input as “true”(1,1): If both of the
inputs provided were “true” then no double stranded structure
was obtained because of the absence of complementary strand
and the result evaluated as false. The above experiment is
depicted in Fig 3.

Amos and Dunne [11] proposed NAND gate model with
same complexity as Ogihara and Ray’s model but with easy
implementation technique. After this lot of research work
implementing Boolean circuits has been performed [12], [23][27], [31].

Fig 3: DNA based implementation of NAND gate [18].
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d)Step 4: Hairpin structure was removed by washing
away the napthyridine dimer with distilled water.
e) Step 5: Now complementary strands 5′ -x2-s-z- 3′ was
added and allowed them to form partial double strand with the
gate strands. Again output strand z was added and allowed to
anneal. The strand which already had double stranded
structure doesn’t engage in any hybridization process and
output strand z got attached to those gates whose output was
“1”.
f) Step 6: During this step restriction enzyme (Hpa-I)
was added so that it cut off the output strand z at restriction
site. This restriction site was formed by designing the 3′ end
of gate strand with a subsequence 5′ -CAA- 3′ and the output
strand was designed with 5′ end with subsequence 5′ -CAA3′ Step 5 and Step 6 was shown in Fig 5. Recognition site
was formed as follows:
5′ -GTT|AAC- 3′
3′ -CAA|TTG- 5′
The time complexity of this theoretical model increase
linearly with the number of level in the circuit but the number
of gates doesn’t have any effect on the complexity. It was
proposed that this technology could be used in next generation
of DNA chip. Advantage of this model is that it could be
reused in repeated cycle of computation and also the number
of inputs may be more than two. Similar works going on in the
field of simulating logic gates using the hairpin structure of
DNA [21], [29].

Applying similar principle AND, OR, NOT, NOR, and
XNOR gates are also implemented. Gearheart et al. [18] later
on extended their research work to develop DNA based nonBoolean circuit and shift register [19]. Though this model was
easy to implement with less number of operation but it lacked
uniform standard in designing the base sequence. The
requirement of high rate of human intervention was main
drawback of this model.
B. Use of hairpin structure to simulate NAND gate:
Wenbin Liu et al [14] proposed a NAND gate based on
induced hairpin formation. Hairpin is the secondary structure
motif formed by hybridization of “self-complementary”
sequences of DNA or RNA. This structure can be destroyed
by two techniques — either by heating or by hybridizing it to
complementary strand of the loops part. The formation of
hairpin is controlled by adding or removing naphthyridine
dimer [28].
The presence of hairpin structure in the gate strand at the
end of experiment signifies the output as “1” and its absence
represents “0”.
Encoded NAND gate consists of two subsequent
sequences which correspond to input variables x1 and x2 of
length  and two complimentary sequences represented by s
each of length m with G-G mismatch. Later on during hairpin
formation x1 and x2 forms the loop portion and the
complimentary sequences (s) forms the stem portion. This
gate strands are immobilized by attaching to a chemically
modified surface with a spacer sequence at the 5′ end. Steps
for this algorithm are as follows:
a) Step 1: Four different input cases of NAND gate was
represented by four different oligonucleotides.
b) Step 2: If either or both input variable x1 or x2 was
“1” then its complementary strand must be added to the
surface otherwise noting to be added and allowed them to
anneal.
c) Step 3: When napthayridine dimer is added to the
surface, hairpin structure was induced. In the case when both
of the inputs were “1”, the self-loop structure was not possible
as hydrogen bond between x1 and x2 with its complementary
strands are of length 2 which was strong enough to overcome
affinity of the self-complementary sequence of stem parts
(length m) in both ends Fig 4. Presence of hairpin represents
output as “1” otherwise “0”.

Fig 5: Representing step 5and step 6 of the experiment [14].

TABLE I.

TRUTH TABLE FOR MOLECULAR NAND GATE

X1

X2

NAND

Gearheart et al
model[18]

Wenbin Liu et al
model[14]

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

1
1
1
0

dsDNA present
dsDNA present
dsDNA present
dsDNA absent

Hairpin present
Hairpin present
Hairpin present
Hairpin absent

C. Use of Strand Displacement behavior to simulate logic
gate
The strand displacement is a phenomenon by taking
advantage of which several models are proposed. During
strand displacement a strand A binds to the toe-hold of
strand A of AB duplex and displaces the strand B to attain
greater stability of this duplex AB.
Shapiro et al [16]-[17], [30] proposed a enzyme driven
autonomous DNA computer using strand displacement logic
gates as processing units which was coupled with input and
output molecule and is capable of diagnosing cancerous or
unhealthy cells and accordingly release drug. Several other
researchers also employed this strand displacement property in

Fig 4: Representing step 2 and step 3 of the experiment [14].

For single NAND gate, output can be detected after Step 3
by technique called Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR), but to
construct network with such NAND gates three more steps
needed to be executed.
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the design of logic gates [22], [26], [31]-[33]. An enzyme free
logic interface by exploiting strand displacement operation has
also been developed [34]. Domain-specific language known as
DSD is proposed to overcome the problem of designing strand
displacement circuits by hand, which was time-consuming and
not scalable [35].
Maintaining uniformity in representation of 0s and 1s,
reusability of gates and to reduce the chance of error rate are
the main challenges faced by researchers while designing
molecular gates. Zoraida et al. [21] proposed a generalized
algorithm based on hairpin structure of DNA, which seems to
address all these problems to great extent. It employs single
bio-operation namely hybridization which result in less error
rate. This model is reusable and has uniform representation of
0s and 1s.Despite of all the advantages, the algorithm is only
theoretic and need to be verified in biochemical lab. Another
shortcoming of this model is its limitation in the number of
inputs that can be provided to any logic gate.
V.

[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]

[12]
[13]
[14]

[15]
[16]
[17]

CONCLUSION:

In this paper we have described several models used to
simulate Boolean circuits and logic gates at molecular level.
Run time complexity of some models are proportional to the
size of the circuit while other proportional to the depth of the
circuit. In many cases the practical implementation is difficult
even though the theoretical approach is remarkable. Work
must be carried out to attain reusable and autonomous logic
gate. The research work on this new area is therefore expected
to witness immense progress in the upcoming years.
Developing DNA logic gate might be a new direction of nano
scale computing with great possibility of implementation in
biomedical field. Research works must be carried out to
employ a different input technique in Zoraida et al. model to
encode more than two inputs information. It may be concluded
that DNA computing towards the realization of analogus logic
gate will be good for another few decades.
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